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DICOM Correction Proposal 

STATUS Final Text 

Date of Last Update 2014/03/25 

Person Assigned Ulrich Busch (ulrich.busch@varian.com) 

Submitter Name Ulrich Busch (ulrich.busch@varian.com) 

Submission Date 2013/05/02 

 

Correction Number CP-1330 

Log Summary:  RT Image Attribute Completion 

Name of Standard 

PS 3.3 2011 

Rationale for Correction: 

Some attributes, which have been added to the beam definitions in RT Plan have not been added to RT 
Image. While those attributes are all not essential for the geometric interpretation of the RT image, they 
prevent a consistent description of the beam is comparison with RT Plan.  

This change proposal adds the missing attributes. 

Correction Wording: 

 

 

In PS 3.3 2011, Section C.8.8.2 RT Image Module, add the following attributes: 

 

Table C.8-38—RT IMAGE MODULE ATTRIBUTES 

Attribute Name Tag Type Attribute Description 

… (0028,0002) 1 Number of samples (planes) in this image. 
See C.8.8.2.6.1 for specialization. 

Exposure Sequence (3002,0030) 3 Introduces sequence of Exposure 
parameter sets, corresponding to 
exposures used in generating the image. 

One or more items are permitted in this 
sequence. See C.8.8.2.4. 

>Referenced Frame Number (0008,1160) 1C Identifies corresponding image frame in 
multi-frame image. Required if there is 
more than one item in Exposure Sequence 
(3002,0030), and image is a multi-frame 
image. 

…    

>Applicator Sequence (300A,0107) 3 Introduces sequence of Applicators 
associated with Beam. 

Only a single item is permitted in this 
sequence. 

>>Applicator ID (300A,0108) 1 User or machine supplied identifier for 
Applicator.  

>>Accessory Code (300A,00F9) 3 An identifier for the accessory intended 
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to be read by a device such as a bar-
code reader. 

>>Applicator Type (300A,0109) 1 Type of Applicator.  

Defined Terms: 

ELECTRON_SQUARE = square electron 
applicator 

ELECTRON_RECT = rectangular electron 
applicator 

ELECTRON_CIRC = circular electron 
applicator 

ELECTRON_SHORT = short electron 
applicator 

ELECTRON_OPEN = open (dummy) 
electron applicator 

PHOTON_SQUARE = square photon 
applicator 

PHOTON _RECT = rectangular photon 
applicator 

PHOTON _CIRC = circular photon 
applicator 

INTRAOPERATIVE = intraoperative 
(custom) applicator 

STEREOTACTIC = stereotactic applicator 
(deprecated) 

…    

>Number of Blocks (300A,00F0) 1 Number of shielding blocks associated with 
Beam.  

>Block Sequence (300A,00F4) 2C Introduces sequence of blocks associated 
with Beam. Required if Number of Blocks 
(300A,00F0) is non-zero. 

Zero or more items shall be included in this 
sequence. 

>>Block Tray ID (300A,00F5) 3 User-supplied identifier for block tray. 

>>Accessory Code (300A,00F9) 3 An identifier for the accessory intended 
to be read by a device such as a bar-
code reader. 

 


